Solid solution BiFe 1−x Co x O 3 shows anti-ferromagnetic order and pyroelectric order, simultaneously. It has been known that BiFe 1−x Co x O 3 exhibits a structural phase transition between monoclinic and tetragonal phases as x increases. This kinds of transition is often called morphotoropic phase boundary, which is well known to take place in a representative piezoelectric oxide, PbZr 1−x Ti x O 3 . In order to theoretically understand the piezoelectric property in BiFe 1−x Co x O 3 , we performed ab-initio electronic-structure calculations and studied the structural stability, the magnetic property, and the electronic polarization by means of super-cell approach. It turns out that the large electric polarization and the particular pyramidal coordination suppress the response of the electric polarization under strain. A way to enhance the piezoelectric effect in BiFe 1−x Co x O 3 is proposed.
pm/V in thin film at x = 0.25. 13) They intensively studied the electric polarization and magnetic order in the rhombohedral structure of BFCO. 14) The enhancement of piezoelectirity is attributed to the presence of a monoclinic phase because the polarization rotates between
[001] and [111] in pseudo cubic notation. [15] [16] [17] However, this scenario is not sufficient for BFCO with respect to the polarization rotation. Microscopic investigations may lead to deep insights for the piezoelectricity. In this paper, we calculate the electric polarization and the piezoelectric constants in monoclinic BFCO by using a first-principles DFT approach and investigate the microscopic behavior of ions to mechanical strain.
Theoretical Methods
We performed DFT calculations using Vienna ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) within the framework of the generalized gradient approximation adopting the Perdew-Burke-Enzerhof functional (GGA-PBE), while the electron correlation was taken into account by using GGA+U potential (with U = 3 eV for transition metal ions, 18) to optimize the crystal structure and evaluate the electric polarization and the Born effective charge. Spin-orbit coupling was not taken into account.
The experimental SXRD study has shown that the crystal structure of BiFe 2/3 Co 1/3 O 3 is monoclinic Cm structure. 12) While Fe and Co atoms are chemically disordered at the perovskite B site, in the present calculations, these atoms are ordered with several structural ordered patterns. The structural stability was examined as varying solubility: x = 0, 1/4, 1/3, 1/2, 3/4, 1 in the monoclinic and tetragonal structures, whereas in the case of rhombohedral structure the stability is examined for x = 0, 1/3, 2/3, 1.
The spontaneous polarization is calculated by using the Berry-phase method. 19, 20) The calculation of the polarization is not straightforward since the centrosymmetric (paraelectric) structure of BiCoO 3 leads to a metallic state. This is due to the degeneracy of Co 3d-t 2g states that is lifted when the polar distortion invokes Jahn-Teller splitting. A computational technique to make an adiabatic path between ferroelecric and antiferroelectric structures avoiding the metallic state is given in appendix .
Piezoelectric tensor is calculated in a finite strain response scheme. 21) The modulated polarization of ferroelectric system under applied strain is defined as P T i = P S i + ν e iν ν where P S is original spontaneous polarization and subscripts i and ν denote direction of polarization and Voigt notation, respectively. The piezoelectric coefficients are expressed as where Ω is the volume of a unit cell, a i is the lattice parameter, α is an ionic index, u is the internal coordinates, Z * is the Born effective charge and v is the strain tensor element.
In Eq. (1), the first term is the clamped-ion term and the second term is the internal strain term. The former is a lattice contribution to the piezoelectricity and the latter comes from 4/21 relaxation of the ionic coordinates, which is further decomposed into ionic contributions. For example, e 13 is defined as a change of polarization along the x axis by the strain along the z axis. The clamped-ion term is needed to be corrected as e (0) i jk =ẽ (0) i jk + δ jk P S i − δ i j P S k , because of an improper contribution from lattice rotation. 22, 23) The Born effective charge defined as
satisfies the sum rule α Z * α = 0 (as well as the nominal charge). The second term in Eq. (1) is obtained from a product of the Born effective charges and ionic displacement by strain.
Results and Discussions

Structural Analysis
The tolerance factor is a good indicator for analyzing prefered distortion in the perovskite structure and calculated from ionic radii as
where r A and r B are the ionic radius at the A-site and B-site cations, respectively, in perovskite oxides. Table I shows the tolerance factor in the representative perovskite materials and their cation ionic radii. The ionic radius of O −2 (r O −2 ) is assumed to be 1.40 Å. 24) SrTiO 3 tends to have a cubic perovskite structure according to t = 1. When the tolerance factor is more than unity, the B-site cation has a spacial allowance, that leads to a tetragonal structure with ferroelectlicity. In contrast, when the tolerance factor is less than unity, the A-site cation has an allowance with the BO 6 octahedra rotating and tilting, leading to an antiferroelectric order.
Note that the ionic radius of Bi 3+ of 12 coordination was estimated, assuming that ionic radii are proportional to the coordination number in the same valence. BiFeO 3 and BiCoO 3 have rhombohedral and tetragonal structures, respectively, in the ground state, although their tolerance factors are near unity, indicating that Bi is a key factor in the ferroelectric distortion.
The structural stability as varying (Fe, Co) solid solution ratio, x, is examined by comparing total energies with tetragonal (space group: P4mm), monoclinic (Cm), and rhombohedral (R3c) structures under the G-type antiferromagnetic configuration. Note that magnetic ground states of BiFeO 3 and BiCoO 3 in reality are G-and C-type antiferromagnetic, respectively, while the energy difference between these antiferromagnetic orders is prety small compared to the energy difference between different structures. Both the atomic coordinates and lattice parameters are optimized until the atomic force less than 0.005 eV/Å. As shown in Fig the overall trend of the stable structure, i.e., rhombohedral structure at x = 0 (at BiFeO 3 ), monoclinic structure at 0.2 < x < 0.5, and tetragonal structure at x = 1 (at BiCoO 3 ), is consistent with experimental results (see Fig. 1(b) ). Diéguiez andÍñiguez reported that the structure change around x = 0.7 from the formation energy with a DFT calculation. 25) At 0.5 < x, the monoclinic structure is optimized to be almost identical structure to the tetragonal structure. In PZT the monoclinic structure leads to the enhancement of the piezoelectric coefficients, and therefore the monoclinic structure in BiFe 1−x Co x O 3 may also result in the strong piezoelectric effect.
Magnetic Coupling
BiFeO 3 shows the G-type antiferromagnetic order: the Fe 3+ spin moments are ferromagnetically coupled in the pseudo cubic (111) plane and antiferromagnetically coupled between the adjacent planes. The easy axis of the magnetic moments lies in a plane perpendicular to the [111] direction. The magnetic symmetry in the AFM phase permits the spins canting in the plane with the cycloidal modulation with a period of 62 nm measured. 26) In the case of The closed circle, square, and triangle denote tetragonal, monoclinic, and rhombohedral structure, respectively.
where the Heisenberg exchange parameters are displayed in Fig. 3 and coefficients in each term express the coordination number. For example, J CF ⊥ is an out-of-plane exchange parameter between Fe1 and Co, J CF is an out-of-plane exchange parameter between Fe2 and Co, and J CF d is an exchange parameter of diagonal pair of Fe3 and Co in the unit cell (see Fig. 3 ). To evaluate the exchange parameters,
, the energy difference is compared as considering different spin configurations. The Heisenberg parameters are calculated by solving a simultaneous equations AJ = ∆E. The spin configurations and total energy differences from the ferromagnetic order are listed in Table II . From the energy differences, one can get the Heisenberg exchange parameters to solve Eq. (5), Table II . Spin configurations and total energy differences from the ferromagnetic order in BiFe 0.75 Co 0. 25 
where this matrix is a coefficient matrix. In order to solve the 7×6 matrix, the least-square solution method is employed as minimizing a sum of square error for each matrix column:
If all column vectors α k of the coefficient matrix A are linearly independent, J satisfy a following equation,
In general, the critical temperature is estimated within the mean-field approximation (MFA) for a multisublattice spin system by diagonalizing coupled equations, 28) 
where z i j is the coordination number of J i j and k B is the Boltzmann constant. Equation (7) can be further written down in the form of the eigenvalue matrix problem
where Θ i j = (1/3k B )J i j , and the eigenvectors express the spin configurations. The Néel temperature is 871 K and spin configuration is C-type antiferromagnetic like ferrimagnetic in BiFe 0.75 Co 0.25 O 3 . In the case of BiCoO 3 , the Néel temperature was 905 K with C-type antiferromagnetic. In the case of x = 0.5, T N was reported as 400 K in the tetragonal structure 9/21 with Monte Carlo simulation. 25) 
Electric Polarization and Piezoelectricity
Piezoelectricity in BiFe
In order to calculate the piezoelectric properties in the solid solution BiFe 1−x Co x O 3 with x = 1/3, a model cell is built, including 30 atoms (see Fig 4(a) ). The cell is Cm monoclinic structure with a (110) mirror plane. The initial atomic structure is taken from the experimental structure 12) reported at x = 0.3 and is fully relaxed. The lattice parameters are shown in with those of a film at x = 0.1 obtained by experiment. 29) The tilting of the polarization direction with respect to the c axis has an important role to enhance the piezoelectricity.
When the mechanical strain is applied along the z axis, the total polarization direction may rotate within the mirror plane as shown in Fig. 4(b) . This polarization rotation caused by the simultaneous deformation of oxygen pyramids, significantly decreases P z and increases P x . Piezoelectric e-constants are calculated as a combination of a clamped-ion term and an internal-strain term as in Eq. (1) . For the first term, the internal coordinates is fixed and the unit cell is distorted by strain. This term is the contribution from the strained lattice. The to the strong hybridization with the apical oxygen ions with the polar distortion while Bi ion in contrast shows larger Z * xx and Z * yy than Z * zz due to the hybridization with both the apical and side oxygen ions. At the relaxed structure, piezoelectric tensors are calculated as e 13 = 0.63 C/m 2 , e 33 = 1.67 C/m 2 , e 11 = 3.47 C/m 2 , and e 31 = 1.19 C/m 2 . The resulted values are much smaller than what we expected in analogy to PZT (e 13 = −33 C/m 2 and e 33 = 12.6 C/m 2 in PZT 16) ). In the following, we will discuss this difference in detail.
In order to investigate how the piezoelectricity develops around the morphotropic phase boundary in BiFe 1−x Co x O 3 , the monoclinic distortion angle (β) and c/a ratio are varied at the fixed volume. The c/a ratio is varied from 1.250 to 1.290 Å with 0.002 Å interval while β 11/21 In PZT, piezoelectric coefficient, e 33 , is 12.6 C/m 2 in the vicinity of the morphotropic phase boundary. 16) In contrast, e 33 of the present BFCO shows about seven times as small as that of PZT.
In the perovskite piezoelectric oxides, the mechanism of enhancement in the piezoelectric constants is often attributed to the polarization rotation. [15] [16] [17] For example, Wu and Krakauer [16] have studied the piezoelectricity in PZT with a first-principles calculation and reported that the significant development of polarization along the x axis under strain along the z axis and the polarization rotation increases the piezoelectric constants. In the case of BFCO, the 12/21 enhancement of piezoelectricity can be seen in several c/a and β points, but rather small.
Besides, the enhancements in e 33 do not have correlation with change in polarization along the x axis. The piezoelectric coefficients are dominantly determined by the internal-stain term in Eq. (1), especially the derivative of the ionic displacement with respect to the strain. Figure   6 shows the ionic displacement by strain at c/a = 1.258 and β = 91.00 • , where e 33 shows the 13/21 maximum value in our calculations. From Fig. 6 , it can be found that the piezoelectricity come from the bismuth and apical oxygen that move along the c direction whereas the transitionmetal ions and the side oxygen atoms are not much displaced. The ionic behavior comes from the fact that in monoclinic BFCO the apical oxygen atom is not shared by two pyramids so that the apical oxygen ion can move freely but the side oxygen ions and the transition metal ion in the pyramid are not much affected by the external strain. Since the inter-layer interaction of these ionic displacement is weak, the polarization rotates very insensitively under strain. This is crucially different from what happens in PZT, where the transition-metal ion in the octahedron cage shows off-centering displacement along the diagonal direction so that P z decreases and P z increases at the same time. Therefore, in BFCO the polarization rotation is not expected to enhance the piezoelectricity.
To improve such poor piezoelectricity in BFCO, lowering the spontaneous polarization might be considered. Phenomenologically, the piezoelectricity can be large with small spontaneous polarization since the piezoelectric coefficients can be represented as a product of dielectric constants and spontaneous polarization, while the dielectric constants decreases more rapidly than the polarization increases. 31 and compliance S that is the inverse tensor of the elastic constants (S = C −1 ), for example, d 33 = 6 i=1 e 3i S i3 with the Voigt notation. The calculated value for the tetragonal structure shows good agreement with the experimental value. On the other hand, the d 33 for three mon- oclinic structures are smaller than the experimental results. It should be noted that the linear response of piezoelectricity was taken into account in our calculation while the experimental values have been obtained from maximum value of non-linear S -E curves applying electric fields. 13) Therefor these values are not well comparable. However, our results reproduce the trend of increasing the d 33 value with decreasing the solubility x. The enhancement of piezoelectricity occurs in M C -type monoclinic structure.
The piezoelectric e-constants are enhanced at x = 0.25 by 1 and 5 strain in Fig. 7 .
The main contribution of d 33 comes from the e 31 and e 35 . By contrast, the values of e 33 are not remarkably changed with the solubility. When the unit cell is strained along the x axis, z component of the electric polarization is decreased. The ionic radii of the Co 3+ is smaller than that of Fe 3+ so that the pyramidal structure of Co is considered to be destabilizing at x=0.25.The piezoelectric e-constants reflect the competition between rhombohedral and tetragonal ten-15/21 Fig. 7(b) . The BFCO responds greatly to 1 and 5 .
(a) (b) 
Conclusions
We have evaluated the piezoelectric e-constants in monoclinic BFCO at x = 1/3 as varying c/a ratio and monoclinic distortion angle. The enhancement of piezoelectricity is found 16/21 in monoclinic structures. The magnitude of e 33 is rather small since the mechanism of the enhancement of piezoelectricity is different. The polarization rotation in PZT is a plausible explanation of the enhancement of piezoelectricity because the octahedron of Zr and Ti share the apical oxygen. Therefore, in-plane and out-of-plane electric polarizations cooperatively change. However, in BFCO, bismuth and not shared apical oxygen primarily contribute to the piezoelectricity with displacement of ions by strain. The pyramidal polyhedron make the apical oxygen possible to move independently and to induce the displacement of bismuth. The piezoelectric d-constants are calculated in different solubility x and the trend of d 33 shows that the enhancement of piezoelectricity occur with monoclinic structure. The main factor of the d 33 is not e 33 , but e 31 and e 35 . The d 11 is also show the enhancement of piezoelectricity at x = 0.25 and which is promising material for the lead-free material.
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Appendix: Polarization Calculation in Pyroelectric Materials
This Appendix is contributed to explain the method of numerical calculation for spontaneous polarization in pyroelectric materials by using DFT calculation. In modern approach, Berry phase method is a good tool for the calculation, but it has uncertainty by quantum polarization. Electric polarization is calculated from paraelectric structure to ferro-(antiferro-) electric one in an adiabatic path. Most materials remain insulating in paraelectric structure but some ferroelectrics, for example BiCoO 3 , is not insulating in the paraelectric case. Electric polarization should be calculated in an insulating and adiabatic path. The problem is how can we obtain an adiabatic path without a metallic state from paraelectric to ferroelectric phases. BiCoO 3 is an example material, which shows giant spontaneous polarization and hightetragonality. In the ground state, BiCoO 3 is distorted and octahedral CoO 6 becomes to pyramidal structure, because of Jahan-Teller effect. Co 3+ ion is six electron configuration in d orbital, the d states are all occupied in the majority-spin bands, while in the minority-spin bands, only the xy orbital is selectively occupied. In case of paraelectric structure, BiCoO 3 shows metallic because of the minority-spin band.
Our approach is achieved by comparing electric polarization of ferroelectric with antifer-roelectic. In this approach, electric polarization is calculated within insulating. Figure A·2 is an adiabatic path from an antiferroelectric to ferroelectric structures. The value of the electric polarization along the z axis is 171 µC/cm 2 . c b a 
